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can still see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United
States on July 28, What I like: 1. Easy to use. Just insert your wires and twist. This is a big one
when you consider the alternatives 3. Not expensive in the least 4. Firm grip, wires don't come
loose like with crimp connectors 5. Made the install go that much more quickly. What I don't
like: As of right now, no dislikes I installed my first car stereo recently, and initially watched the
Crutchfield video for instructions. They mentioned the positwists and used them in the video.
Initially, I didn't think anything of it and just taped the wires together. It was a hassle though,
and though it worked, I wasn't pleased with it, and I worried about the tape coming off or wires
coming loose, so I took another look at these connectors. I'm a person the appreciates ease and
simplicity, things that just work, and make my life easier. Considering how often I'd actually use
these since I don't go changing my radio out every day, I still appreciated these connectors.
They held tightly, were easy to use, and can be reused without damaging existing wires. Very
much worth the money I paid for them and I would recommend them to anyone. Top critical
review. Reviewed in the United States on August 10, I used them for a week or two and then
started having intermittent outputs from a few speakers instead of going in there and tightening
the positap I chose to just solder all my connections. Now this is just my experience I am an
electrician who just chose to stop being lazy and do it the right way not everyone has that
option or time to do this so these might be perfect for them. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent
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Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0 comments.
There was a problem loading comments right now. Used these to wire my car radio harness and
under cabinet LED lighting. Made install super easy. Highly recommended. By Spencer in AZ on
December 21, Images in this review. Was torn between soldering a car radio harness, crimping,
heat wrap, or these twist connectors. From the high reviews, I decided to take the easy route
and try these twist connectors. They worked great, just make sure you have the right amount of
exposed wire - too long and the cap will have trouble screwing; too thick and your wires wont
fit. I used awg wires with these and they worked fine, even when doubled up inside 1 twist
connector. Just put together a car stereo wiring harness with these today for an install.
Previously, I had always soldered my connections, which never failed me but was more time
consuming. For the heck of it, I tried crimping and didn't like that a few them pulled out despite
me crimping them as tight as the crimpers would go. Saw that Crutchfield recommends these
and uses them for their own work so figured I'd give them a shot. Simply put, these are
fantastic. The connection they create feels strong and on top of that they're reusable. What a
great little product. These make wiring up a car stereo harness simple. I've installed to head
units using these, instead of soldering or crimping, and have had zero issues. It's as simple as
twisting wire together, so it's fast, but it can also easily be undone without the need to cut a
solder joint or wire crimp, thus preserving the original wire length. They doo take up more
space than a thin butt connector or a solder joint so keep that in mind when installing a stereo
in a tight space. Although these don't look like the Posi-Twists brand I've purchased before they
perform exactly the same and may be a bit more robust. For any job involving stranded wiring,
and especially for car audio installations, these are simply a must have product. They're very
easy to use, quick to install, provide a secure method for joining wires and are reusable if you
make a mistake and have to "undo" the work. I'll never do another wiring job without them! I had
next to no experience with wiring. I probably still don't, but long story short someone had done
a really ugly tape splicing of aftermarket plugs and all my trucks dash harness wires needed to
be redone. I was prepared to crimp some basic butts with a nice Klein tool, and didn't find it that
difficult, but then stumbled upon mention of these connects. Twist - insert - twist, no solder, no
tooling other than to strip, whats not to love. For a beginner it saved a lot of sweat and swearing
near the back of the receiver bay. I had tried electrical tape and wire twist caps and still had a
short when they came off and blew out a stereo from walmart. I found these and they were
great. If you're installing a car stereo, you need to use these for the wiring Absolutely no
crimping of connectors. Simply strip the wires, join them together, put the "bottom" of these
connectors on the wires, then screw in the top. And, if you make a mistake on the wires, you
simply unscrew these things, undo the wires, correct your wiring, and reuse the connectors.
These are little gems, very simple, yet incredibly effective. I really like these twist tie wire
connectors. So much better than the crimp style connectors. These connectors worked great

for me. The nicest thing is if the connection doesn't hold or if you need to change the
connection you can unscrew the twist connector and redo the connection without having to cut
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- too long and the cap will have trouble screwing; too thick and your wires wont fit. I used awg
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together a car stereo wiring harness with these today for an install. Previously, I had always
soldered my connections, which never failed me but was more time consuming. For the heck of
it, I tried crimping and didn't like that a few them pulled out despite me crimping them as tight
as the crimpers would go. Saw that Crutchfield recommends these and uses them for their own
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crimp some basic butts with a nice Klein tool, and didn't find it that difficult, but then stumbled
upon mention of these connects. Twist - insert - twist, no solder, no tooling other than to strip,
whats not to love. For a beginner it saved a lot of sweat and swearing near the back of the
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